Automate Your Forensic Workflows
Save time and respond to security incidents faster while unlocking
lab capacity, creating efficiencies, and reducing time to evidence.

The Challenge
Your forensics workflow can have multiple manual touchpoints that waste time and prolong your
time to evidence.
Increasing data volumes, evidence complexity, resource constraints, and the fast-changing technology
landscape are forcing you to get more done with what you have. This results in significant delays to
evidence, increasing risk to your company and its customers.
Your DFIR lab should be optimizing your entire DFIR toolkit where possible to streamline your
investigations, so your forensic examiners can focus on evidence analysis, and not manual tasks.

Our Solution
EDR Alert

Magnet AUTOMATE Enterprise enables you to respond to
security events faster by remotely collecting data from multiple
target endpoints. Tools and tasks can also be automated,
reducing the number of manual touchpoints in your DFIR
workflow and getting you to the evidence you need faster.

Unlock Capacity & Respond Faster
Complete digital forensics investigations faster by scaling and automating your digital evidence processing
from multiple targets, and reducing manual, repetitive tasks.

Streamline Your Workflows
Easily build automated and repeatable workflows across your forensic toolkit, including EDR tooling
or incident detection systems, to minimize machine downtime, and maximize efficiency.

Leverage Analytics to Drive Efficiency
Clear, visual dashboards help you to quickly assess lab infrastructure health, and provide you with key
insights for smarter resourcing decisions.

The Magnet AUTOMATE Enterprise Experience
Parallel Processing
With AUTOMATE Enterprise, you can automatically image, process, and create exports for multiple
items of evidence in parallel. Parallel processing is distributed across nodes that can be virtual or
physical hardware. By distributing processing across as many nodes as you have, you can save time
and free up examiners so they can focus on high-value tasks like forensic examination.

Remote Collection
Remotely collect data at scale from multiple target endpoints sequentially and in parallel. AUTOMATE
Enterprise takes an ad hoc approach to remote collection so you can create and deploy agents with
speed and confidence. Get as much or as little data as you need by easily defining where to look for
evidence on target endpoints and what artifacts to include in your case.

Drag-and-Drop Workflow Builder
Seamlessly integrate tools from your cybersecurity and forensic toolkit, including EDR tooling, or
incident detection systems. AUTOMATE Enterprise’s drag-and-drop workflow builder makes it easy to
develop efficient, automated workflows across your entire forensic toolkit. For increased flexibility, you
can also integrate your own custom scripts.
Analytics Dashboards and Reporting
Clear, visual dashboards help you to quickly assess lab infrastructure health, and provide you with
key insights for smarter resourcing decisions. Easily report to management on the value of your lab
investments by tracking overall throughput, and efficiency metrics.
Export Evidence to AXIOM Cyber
After data has been processed using AUTOMATE Enterprise, export evidence as a Magnet case file so
it can be examined with AXIOM Cyber. Benefit from the deep parsing and carving capabilities in AXIOM
Cyber when you analyze the results, and ensure you are getting the most complete view of the case.
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